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Action Man to go into space!

Art + Science Mission Mercury 10 will put 50 year old Action Man and capsule 
into space in his 50th birthday year.

On the morning of Sunday 19th June 2016, weather permitting, the plan is to launch an original 1966 Action 

Man named ‘Major Bob Tom,’ into near space from Coalville Town FC, Leicestershire. The launch site is fittingly 

just a couple of hundred yards away from his spiritual home - the old Palitoy factory in Owen Street, Coalville 

where he was manufactured fifty years ago. The project is the brainchild of Chris Hillcox, a semi-professional 

near space photographer and Rob Wisdom, Action Man enthusiast and designer. The project was recently 

successfully crowd-funded on Kickstarter.com by excited backers who will be bagging some commemorative 

mission keep sakes such as a limited number of space-bound golden dog tags in the style of the original iconic 

Action Man ID tags. The plan is for the original Action Man to be swiftly lifted through Coalville airspace in his 

specially painted ‘Jubilee 7’ Capsule to the edge of space by high altitude helium balloon whilst being filmed in 

HD for a short documentary. In doing so, Major Tom will be exposed to temperatures of minus 50 as he makes 

his way to the Earth’s Stratosphere. From his peak altitude of approximately 100,000ft (approx 19 miles) he 

will have an unrestricted view of both British coastlines for the first time in history.  He will parachute his way 

back to earth and will be located by a number of tracking devices. You can follow the full progress of the daring 

mission on the Official Facebook page by searching for “ActionManMercury10”. The mission is hoped to inspire 

more Action Man commemorative events in the same year that Action Man has been announced for a return.

www.facebook.com/ActionManMercury10

www.kickstarter.com/projects/actionman/action-man-gi-joe-mission-mercury-10

Background to Mercury Missions
Mercury 10 is the chosen mission name, following on from the nine NASA Mercury missions during period of 1958 - 1963* from whose plans the design of the 

vintage Action Man Space Capsule was penned. The missions were vital ground breaking missions - preparing the Way for Apollo 11 to put Man on the moon. Each of 

the Mercury capsules were named by the “Mercury Seven’ Astronauts - names such as ‘Faith 7’, and ‘Aurora 7’ . We have fittingly chosen ‘Jubilee 7’ to commemorate 

the Golden Jubilee 50th year of Action Man’s Launch in the UK. The first Briton into space was Dr Helen Patricia Sharman OBE FRSC (born 30 May 1963) a British 

chemist and the first woman to visit the Mir space station in 1991. With Action Man in Space in June one could argue that in fact it’s the first time two Brits were in 

space at the same time!”
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